
W50080 Fixed TV Wall Mount

Article number (SKU) 8450080
Colour Black

Key Benefits

• Lock your TV securely in place
• Mount your TV only 2,3 cm from the wall
• Simply Smart Value: Great comfort for an affordable price

For the biggest TVs, up to 80 inch (203 cm)
This extra-large TVs, the W50080 wall mount provides safe and
secure mounting. It can hold even the biggest TVs, ranging
from 40 to 80 inch (101 to 203 cm) and weighing up to 80 kg
(176 lbs). Show off your TV by mounting it on the wall Give
your TV pride of place by mounting it flat and secure against
the wall with the W50080 TV wall mount. This saves space
and makes your TV stand out like a piece of fine art. Vogel's
Autolock system ensures safe mounting.

The W-series: smart, secure and reliable
With 40 years of experience in outstanding Dutch design for
the audiovisual market, Vogel's designers simply focused on
quality for the modern brackets of the W-series. As a result,
we feel back these reliable, smart wall mounts with a lifetime
guarantee. Smart, secure, reliable. Want a solution that helps
you reduce glare? Reflections from the evening sun can really
spoil your TV enjoyment. To reduce reflections and glare, try
our tilting tv wall mounts.
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Specifications
Product type number W50080
Article number (SKU) 8450080
Colour Black
EAN single box 8712285330087
Product size L
TÜV certified Yes
Guarantee Lifetime
Min. screen size (inch) 40
Max. screen size (inch) 100
Max. weight load (kg) 80
Min. hole pattern 100mm x 100mm
Max. hole pattern 600mm x 400mm
Max. bolt size M8
Max. height of interface (mm) 430
Max. width of interface (mm) 705
Min. distance to the wall (mm) 23
Product group Tv mount flat
Spirit level included True
Universal or fixed hole pattern Universal
Product line W-series
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